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ABSTRACT In certain product categories, there will be defective products in virtually every production lot. It is often true 
even after the manufacturer has checked each individual product and has revamped the defective ones, since visual 

inspection is not 100% consistent. Consequently, in many supplier or buyer interactions, the supplier is not expected to deliver defect-free 
commodities. The buyer needs to control the quality of purchased commodities, since the buyer does not want numerous defects. One of the 
foremost techniques is ‘Acceptance Quality Limit’ (AQL) which has always stood for the quality level explicitly at the worst tolerability limit. 
The actual definition of AQL is the percentage of defective parts that is routinely accepted by the sampling plan. In this juncture there is a 
considerable procedure to deal with this problem using Poisson distribution which is often used as a standard probability model for deal-
ing with this kind of single sampling plan. However many data sets in general are not well fitted by a Poisson model, because they consists 
of more zero counts than are compatible with the Poisson model. Zero inflated models are used to model count data for which proportion 
of zero counts is greater than expected. For these situations, a zero inflated Poisson (ZIP) model is generally proposed. It is very logical and 
encouraging that Zero Inflated Poisson Distribution provided better fit as compared to Poisson distribution in the data sets because of more 
number of zeros. In this paper the procedure for the construction of Single Sampling Plan (SSP) indexed through Average Quality Level (AQL) 
using Zero Inflated Poisson (ZIP) distribution as the base line distribution is presented and a table is also presented using Excel packages 
for the easy selection of the plans.

Introduction
Poisson distribution is often used as a standard probability 
model for count data. For example, a production engineer may 
count the number of defects in items randomly selected from 
a production process. Quite often, however, such datasets are 
not well fit by a Poisson model because they contain more zero 
counts than are compatible with the Poisson model. An example 
is again provided by the production process; indeed, according 
to Ghosh et al. (2006), when some production processes are in a 
near perfect state, zero defects will occur with a high probability. 
However, random changes in the manufacturing environment 
can lead the process to an imperfect state, producing items with 
defects. The production process can move randomly back and 
forth between the perfect and the imperfect states. For this type 
of production process many items will be produced with zero 
defects, and this excess might be better modeled by a zero-in-
flated Poisson distribution than a Poisson distribution. Zero-in-
flated models have been applied to various kinds of count data. 
Many attempts can be found, in recent years, which developed 
procedures of testing zero-inflation and over dispersion.

Ghoshet.al.(2006) has rightly pointed out that when some pro-
duction processes are in a neat perfect state, zero defects will 
occur with a high probability. However, random changes in the 
manufacturing environment can lead the process to an imper-
fect State, producing items with defects. The production process 
can move randomly. For this type of production process many 
items will be produced with zero defects and this excess might 
be better attributed by a zero inflated Poisson model than a 
Poisson model. A simple way, to model this zero inflated Pois-
son model than a Poisson model. A simple way to model this 
zero inflation is given by Jonson et al(1992).Various authors have 
considered the zero Inflated Poisson(ZIP)as a possible model for 
biological count data.   

Peach and Littauer (1946) has given a table for determining 
the single sampling plan for a fixed α = 0.05.  Burguess (1948) 
provided graphical method to obtain single sampling plan for a 
specified (p1, 1-α ) and (p2, β).  Grubs (1949) have given a ta-
ble, which can be used for selecting a single sampling plan at 
IQL (Indifference Quality Level) and LQL (Limiting Quality Level. 
Cameron (1952) made extension on the work of Peach and Lit-
tauer (1946).   

Guenther (1969) developed a procedure for constructing a single 
sampling plan for a specified p1, p2 and α based on Binomial, 
hyper geometric and Poisson Models.  Golub Abraham (1953) 
provided a method and tables for finding the acceptance num-
ber c of a single sampling plan involving minimum sum of pro-
ducer and consumer risk with fixed sample size.  Soundarajan 
and Govindaraju (1983) contributed in designing single sam-
pling plan.  Suresh and RamKumar (1996) constructed a single 
sampling plan indexed through MAAOQ (Maximum Allowable 
Average Outgoing Quality).  Radhakrishnan (2002) continued the 
work of Suresh and RamKumar (1996) and constructed the vari-
ous sampling plans including continuous sampling plan.

Govindaraju (1989) using a sampling plan with a given Accept-
able Quality Level and the producer’s risk of 5%, the producer 
guarantees that if the incoming quality is maintained at or bet-
ter than AQL, the percentage of production that will be accepted 
during the periods of sampling is at least 95%. Shankar and Sahu 
(2002) studied process control plans using AQL, LQL and Aver-
age Outgoing Deterioration Limit (AODL). Radhakrishna Rao 
(1977) suggested the use of Weighted Binomial Distribution in 
the Construction of Sampling plans.  Radhakrishnan and Mo-
hana priya (2008 a,b) constructed Single and Conditional Double 
Sampling Plans using Weighted Poisson distribution as the base 
line distribution.  

Due to the technological development, production processes 
are well designed in such a way that the products are in perfect 
state, so that the number of zero defects will be found more in 
those cases. However, random fluctuations in the production 
processes may lead some products to an imperfect state. The ap-
propriate probability distribution to describe such situations is a 
zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) distribution. The ZIP distribution can 
be viewed as a mixture of a distribution which degenerates at 
zero and a Poisson distribution. ZIP distribution has been used 
in a wide range of disciplines such as agriculture, epidemiology, 
econometrics, public health, process control, medicine, manu-
facturing, etc. Some of the applications of ZIP distribution can 
be found in Bohning et al. (1999), Lambert (1992), Naya et al. 
(2008), Ridout et al. (1998), and Yang et al. (2011). Construction 
of control charts using ZIP distribution are discussed in Sim and 
Lim (2008) and Xie et al. (2001). Some theoretical aspects of ZIP 
distributions are mentioned in McLachlan and Peel (2000).
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In this Paper a Singe Sampling Plan is constructed by assuming 
the probability of acceptance of a lot as 0.95, (the proportion de-
fective corresponding to this probability of acceptance in the OC 
(Operating Characteristic) curve is termed as Average Quality 
Level (AQL) using Poisson distribution as the base line distribu-
tion.  

Conditions for Application
The following three points are very important for constructing 
the AQL table and useful for considering those before accepting 
based on the same

• Production is steady, so that results of past, present and fu-
ture lots are broadly indicative of a continuing process.

• Lots are submitted sequentially in the order of their produc-
tion.

• Inspection is by attributes, with the lot quality defined as 
the proportion defective.

Glossary of Symbols 
 

Operating Characteristic Function
The Operating Characteristic (OC) Function of the single sam-
pling plan (SSP) using Inflated Poisson Distribution, inflated  at 
x = 0 is given by

 

In this distribution, ω may be termed as the mixing proportion. 
ω and λ are the parameters of the ZIP distribution.

Construction of single sampling plan 
Construction of single sampling plan indexed through AQL by 
fixing the probability of acceptance of the lot, )( pPa  as 0.95 and 
also based on the evidences given in the earlier work like Peach 
and Littauer (1946) etc. for determining the single sampling plan 
for a fixed α = 0.05. The same concept was used for Zero Inflat-
ed Poisson Distribution (ZIPD) as the basic distribution and it 
was applied with the above equation (1). The values of the AQL 
are obtained from the above equation for various combinations 
of n  and c using Visual Basic program and presented in Table 
1. 

Table 1: Parameters of SSP for a specified AQL

The parameters of the Single sampling plan, n  and c are re-
corded for various combinations of AQL. By choosing the sam-
ple size as n and ϖ  value in between 0 to 1, the AQL value 
will decrease while there is a decrease value of the defects )(c
. The table 1 gives explanation as for a given AQL is 0.00005, 
which is the lowest among the group with the lower defectives. 
Therefore, the value ofω , n  and c are treated as optimum re-
sults with the arithmetical values as ω =0.05, n = 225 and c = 4.  
Hence these parameters of Single Sampling Plan are ω  =0.05, 
n  = 225 and c  = 4 with the specified and best possible AQL 

is 0.00005. Thus, in this sampling plan for an AQL of 0.00005%, 
might actually only reject a lot if there are more defectives than 
the 0.00005%. What the 0.00005% means is that if the true fail-
ure rate of this process is very small, it will still, due to the ran-
dom nature of the sample, gets defective rates over 0.00005% 
and sometimes, however, 95% of the time, they will be under 
1%. Therefore, the actual number of defectives to facilitate this 
particular plan allows as the lower confidence limit of the AQL 
value. This also replicates in the operating characteristic (OC) 
curve for this plan is presented in figure 1 which was construct-
ed based on the table2. This was conspired as a graph using the 
above parameters and given more details under the heading be-
low. 

Operating Characteristic (OC) Curve: 
Probability of acceptance is determined with respect to the lot 
proportion defective. Table 2 indicates the different values. By 
choosing ω = 0.05, n=225, the proportion of defective p value will 
increase while there is a decrease value of the probability of ac-
ceptance of the lot Pa(p) and same  time the probability of ac-
ceptance to attain at the minimum value is 0.05 like our param-
eter ω value.
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Table2 :  Probability of acceptance is determined with re-
spect to the lot

 

Figure 1: OC curve for the plan ω=0.05, n = 225 and c = 4

Practical Application
Suppose a chemical processing company fixes AQL as 0.00005 (5 
Non – confirming units out of 100000 items) then inspect a ran-
dom sample of 225 units taken from a lot of units produced in a 
given period of time in any scale and count the number of non 
– confirming units (d).  If d≤ 4, accept the lot of units processed 
during the period, otherwise reject the lot of units and inform 
the management for corrective action.  

Conclusion:
In this paper, it explores a general procedure for constructing 
a Single Sampling Plan (SSP) indexed through Average Quality 
Level (AQL) using Inflated Poisson Distribution. This was inflat-
ed with lowest value for a given x (equal to 0) and a table is also 
provided for the enhanced selection of the plans. These plans are 
very useful for commercial companies which have at least one 
defective unit in their lot.  Furthermore this is very much useful 
for companies which are using for subsequent quality lots. 


